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 The Third Person

Ximena Abarca-Espina

Introduction

Teaching experience has shown me that students of English as a
second language (ESL) often fail to mark the 3rd person singular verb
suffixes: -s, -es, and/or -ies, regardless of their level of proficiency.
This deficiency is particularly noticeable in their production of the
language both in communicative and non-communicative language
activities.

The purpose of this study was to find out students’ views and sense
of awareness of their own failure to use the 3rd person singular
suffixes.   Further, an attempt was made to find a possible relationship
between this awareness and the correct use of these suffixes.

Results from a recent study of Pacific Island ESL students are
presented and discussed.  In order to place these findings in an
appropriate theoretical context, the report begins with a discussion
of selected research findings in the study of the acquisition of the 3rd

person singular.

Review of research

Previous research about the chronological order in which the 3rd

person singular morpheme is acquired shows that there is a tendency
to acquire this morpheme towards the end of the morpheme
acquisition process.  Krashen (1977) proposes a sequence he calls
the ‘Natural Order’.

         -ing         Auxiliary             Irregular past   Regular past
        Plural         Article    3

rd
 sing.

        Copula                    Possessive
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Similarly, Dulay and Burt’s (1974) morpheme accuracy order
considers a list of 8 morphemes; the 3rd person singular is the seventh
to be acquired.  The ZISA Group’s Multidimensional Model (Meisel et
al. 1981) postulates a Five-Stage Developmental Sequence for
German word order rules.  Claiming universality for the model,
Pienemann and Johnston (1987) applied it to ESL.  The 3rd person
singular is acquired in the fourth stage.  The difficulty lies in the fact
that the –s morpheme is at some distance from the source Noun
Phrase (NP) or pronoun instead of immediately following that source.
“The psychological plausibility of this is suggested by the fact that
many learners often do produce utterances like ‘He’s go’ and ‘They’s
want’” (Larson-Freeman and Long 1991:275).

Whilst previous research has been useful in throwing light upon the
timing of acquisition of the ability to mark the 3rd person singular, it
has said less regarding the mechanisms underlying this process in
the learners’ minds. The relevant questions thus become: why do
learners fail to mark the 3rd person singular? Do learners consider it
important? If not, why not? Could it be that, where communication is
effective without marking verbs correctly, learners will consider it
irrelevant? The retrospective method, used in this research, is
potentially useful to investigate such ideas. It involves asking the
participants to record their feelings and attitudes about a language
task some time after they have completed it.

Hypotheses

 A number of hypotheses can be drawn up for this study. Assuming
that all the students have been explicitly taught the 3rd person singular,
the hypotheses are as follows:
Hypothesis 1:  Learners will fail to apply consistently 3rd person
singular marking in their production of English.
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Hypothesis 2:  Learners will fail to identify errors in 3rd person singular
marking in tests.

Hypothesis 3:  Learners fail to use 3rd person singular marking
because they think that it does not affect communication.

Methodology

The methodology used was a cross-sectional approach where the
data are collected at one point in time and where specific tasks are
given to the participants. The retrospective method is used because
“Learners themselves may have important insights into how they
learn” (Cohen and Hosenfeld 1981:285). The number of participants
is smaller than usual in cross-sectional studies. Thus, there is no
possibility of drawing universal conclusions or of predicting any
general linguistic behaviour on the basis of what is essentially an
unrepresentative sample.

The Participants

The participants are ten ESL learners aged between 19 and 24 in
their second academic year at the Pacific Regional Seminary (PRS)
in Suva.  In all likelihood, they began learning English in their third
year of formal schooling.  They were assigned an identification number
(ID) between 1 and 10, which is used throughout the study. The
proficiency of the students is mixed. Table 1 shows a ranking on the
basis of their 1998 Term1 English examination results at PRS.
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Table 1: Academic Performance of Participants

    ID 1st Term 1998 Performance
Number results ranking

1 70 7
2 65 8
3 55 9
4 75 4
5 76 3
6 75 4
7 89 1
8 72 6
9 77 2
10 56 10

From Table 1, it is clear that Participants 3 and 10 have a much lower
level of proficiency than the rest. The strongest are Participants 4, 5,
7 and 9.

The participants come from several Pacific countries and speak a
variety of languages: Samoa (Samoan), Tonga (Tongan), Kiribati (I-
Kiribati), Fiji (Fijian), Futuna (Futunese, French) and Vanuatu (Vao,
Bislama).  It is important to note that in none of the languages is there
any equivalent of 3rd person singular -s.  In fact, the verb stem does
not carry any tense- or person-concord suffixed morphemes.  This
is not the case in French, which, even though it does not have an
exact 3rd person singular equivalent to English -s, does have person/
number-concord suffixed morphemes.

Data Elicitation

The participants were asked to write a 10-line, picture-cued narration/
description.  They were encouraged to use the expressions  every
day, usually, never, often, most of the time, frequently, sometimes,
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always and, while they were expected to use the Simple Present
Tense, they were not specifically instructed to do so.  (See Appendix
1.)

In the second task, the participants were asked to identify and correct
18 errors distributed in 6 quotation extracts. Ten errors consisted of
either unnecessary marking of the 3rd person singular or the lack of it,
whilst 8 were distracting errors of other types.  (See Appendix 2.)

Later, the narrations were returned to the participants after the errors
in the marking or the non-marking of the 3rd person singular had been
circled.  At the same time, the participants wrote answers to three
questions:

1 When I was writing my narration, I felt that my level of concentra-
tion was ____________________ .  (Circle one.)

high medium poor

2 My main concern when writing my narration was ______________
.  (Circle one.)

speed structure vocabulary
verb conjugation spelling selection of verbs

3 In my narration, the errors circled in purple are wrong because
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Finally, the participants were interviewed about their opinion of the
importance of marking the 3rd person singular correctly.

In the analysis of the narration, each realisation of verb inflection was
considered. Thus, verb repetitions were counted individually. None of
the other types of errors were considered.  Therefore, the label ‘verbs
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inflected wrongly’ refers exclusively to errors in 3rd person singular
inflection.

Results

The discussion of results is in three parts; the narration exercise, the
mistake recognition test, and the overall perceptions of the participants

1.  Narration

Table 2 shows details of the verbs requiring 3rd person singular
inflection used by the participants. All but one student used such verbs
in their narration. Participant 7 chose instead to narrate exclusively in
the third person plural. This participant is perhaps the most proficient
in the class. The fact that he chose not to use the 3rd person singular
has distorted the results somewhat. For the sample as a whole, 99
verbs should have been inflected with the 3rd person singular. Overall,
48.7% of these were inflected correctly. This overall percentage is
slightly misleading, however, as it is influenced heavily by the good
performance of Participants 2, 3 and 9, whose texts have a relatively
large number of verbs which should have been inflected. The worst
performers in this test were Participants 1, 8, and 10. Overall, the
sample shows high levels of variability in terms of performance.
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Table 2: Third Person Singular Inflection in Narration Exercise

ID Verbs that should be Verbs inflected
marked  for 3rd pers. sg. correctly (%)

1 6 1 (17%)

2 11 10 (91%)

3 11 10 (91%)

4 16 7 (44%)

5 8 3 (38%)

6 7 6 (86%)

7 0 0

8 13 3 (23%)

9 19 16 (84%)

10 8 1 (13%)

Mean 48.7%

Verb inflection and sentence types

The participants’ narration was analysed according to sentence types
differentiated by the distance between the verb (V) and the subject
(subject name or pronoun - SN/P).

1)  SN/P + V  (eg Jone goes fishing in the creek.)
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2)  SN/P + Adv + V (eg Jone often goes fishing in the creek.)
3)  SN/P + Adv + Other + V (eg Jone often, in fact every day, goes

fishing in the creek.)

Table 3: Third Person Singular Inflections by Sentence Type in
Narration Exercise (C = Correct, I = Incorrect)

ID No. SN/P + V SN/P + Adv + V SN/P + Adv + O + V
verbs

C I C I C I

1 6 1 0 0 5 0 0
2 11 8 1 1 0 1 0
3 11 7 1 3 0 0 0
4 16 7 4 0 5 0 0
5 8 1 2 2 4 0 0
6 7 2 1 3 0 1 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 13 3 4 0 5 0 1
9 19 9 1 6 2 1 0
10 8 0 5 1 2 0 0

Total 99 38 (67%) 19 (23%) 16 (41%) 23 (59%) 3 (75%) 1(25%)

As Table 3 shows, the participants were relatively successful in their
use of SN/P + V, correctly inflecting 67% of sentences of this type.
However, in their use of SN/P + Adv + V, the group as a whole was
less successful; 41% of these sentences were correctly inflected.
Finally, in their use of SN/P + Adv + O + V, 75% of the verbs were
correctly inflected. These results reveal an interesting pattern in terms
of the ability of participants to correctly inflect verbs on the basis of
their distance from the subject. In the first sentence type, the verb is
close and relatively successfully inflected. Where it is further away,
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as in the second sentence type, the participants clearly experienced some
difficulties. In the third sentence type, however, where the verb is the
greatest distance from the subject, the group was more successful, but it
must be noted that only four sentences of this type were attempted by the
group – which makes the results less significant. Overall, the results show
how, in general, the participants are more willing to attempt sentences
with verbs close to the subject.

Verb inflection and proficiency

The results of the narration test are presented in scatter graph form against
the performance of students in the first term examination (see Figure 1).
If anything, the scatter graph shows a negative relationship between these
two variables.  This observation is backed up by a Spearman’s Rank
Correlation test which gives the rank correlation for the two variables as –
0.65. However, because the sample is small, this test does not prove that
there is a negative relationship between general ESL performance and
correct verb inflection; only that there is no positive relationship. Overall, it
is reasonable to argue that, for the group as a whole, correct verb inflection
in narration is not related to overall ESL performance.

Figure 1: Third Person Singular Inflection during Narration Exercise
and First Term Performance
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Verb inflection and concentration (Question 1)

An investigation of the relationship between perceived level of
concentration and correct verb inflection also reveals some perhaps
surprising results. In Figure 2, individual perceived concentration levels
are charted against correct verb inflection.  The level of concentration
of each student during the narration test is shown,  where 1 = low
and 4 = high.  None of the participants felt that they had concentrated
fully during the test.  The distribution is highly scattered, hinting at a
slight negative trend.  The rank correlation co-efficient for these
variables was –0.28. Again, this is not sufficient to conclude that a
negative relationship exists. Rather, it seems that there is little
relationship between the two variables.

Figure 2: Third Person Singular Inflection and Concentration
During Narration Exercise
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Verb Inflection and ‘main concern’ (Question 2)

There was clearly an overriding concern with structure (5
participants), the selection of vocabulary and verbs receiving less
attention 3 and 2 participants respectively).

Perception of errors (Question 3)

It will be recalled that only the verb inflection errors were circled on
the returned scripts.  When the students were asked what they
perceived to be their error four students identified incorrect 3rd person
singular marking. Three believed they had used the wrong tense; two
wrote they had made a mistake because they had not proof-read
(which ‘hides’ the underlying reason for the mistakes and makes
interpretation difficult); and one felt that he had used ‘they’ as subject.
Overall, the majority of students could not identify the true nature of
their errors in this retrospective exercise.

2.  Mistake recognition exercise

Table 4 shows the results of the mistake recognition exercise
categorised under different sentence types. There were seven
mistakes in 3rd person singular marking, meaning that the group as a
whole had the chance to identify a total of 70 mistakes. Overall, the
group identified only 18 of these. The most successful individuals, 1
and 3, identified only 4 of the 7 mistakes. Interestingly, both of these
students are French speakers. Three participants, 4, 5, and 9, failed
to identify any of the mistakes. In the majority of cases (17 out of 18)
those errors identified were corrected well.
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Table 4 Mistake recognition of sentence types

Student ID Numbers

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 i n cw cb Rank of i

Headword + Verb
The atmosphere of a school make_….

0 0 + 0 0 x + 0 0 0 3 7 2 1 3

It appear_ to be for some…

+ + + 0 0 + 0 + 0 0 5 5 5 0 1

Headword + Adverbial word + Verb
The sun never penetrate_…

+ + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 7 3 0 3

Headword + more distant verb
The unexpected throwing away of a routine in school help_ to …

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 7

Curtain material at large windows make_…

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 1 9 1 0 6

Headword + relative clause
with a film projector affair which show_ …cartoon

+ 0 + 0 0 + + 0 0 0 4 6 4 0 2

But talking to the people who works there …

+ 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 2 8 2 0 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Student ID number

4 2 4 0 0 3 3 1 0 1 i – mistakes identified

3 5 3 7 7 4 4 6 7 6 n - mistakes not identified

4 2 4 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 cw- mistakes corrected well

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 cb-mistakes corrected badly

1 5 1 7 7 3 3 6 7 6 Rank of a
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In terms of the success rate in identifying mistakes in different types
of sentences the results show little pattern. Where verbs are located
close to the headword (the first two sentences at the top of the table),
the group as a whole was relatively successful in identifying mistakes
(these sentences are ranked 1st and 3rd in terms of successful error
identification). This mirrors the results of the narration test somewhat.
However, the second most ‘well-identified’ sentence was a headword
followed by a relative clause, a relatively complex structure which is
typically acquired quite late in ESL. On the other hand, in the sentences
consisting of headword + more distant verb, the participants largely
failed to identify the error. This confirms the ZISA findings on this
process.

When mistake recognition is plotted against ESL general performance
as tested in Term 1, once again little relationship is revealed. The
correlation co-efficient for this relationship indicates an insignificant
negative relationship.

Mistake recognition and concentration level

There also appear to be little relationship between level of perceived
concentration and mistake recognition. Again, despite evidence of a
slight negative relationship, it is perhaps best to conclude that there
is little relationship between the two variables. The effect of both
concentration level and general performance, as in the narration

Notes:

0  mistake not identified.
+  mistake recognised and corrected well.
X  mistake recognised and corrected badly.
Rank of i   the sentences are ranked in terms of those in which mistakes were recognised

most (1= high).
Rank of a – students are ranked in terms of their recognition of mistakes (1= high).
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exercise, appear to have little relationship with the mistake
recognition results.

3.  General perceptions of 3rd person singular error

When asked how important they felt 3rd person singular errors
were, eight participants responded that they considered them
‘serious’ (see figure 7). Two said ‘not too serious’. Nobody said
that they were ‘unimportant’. However, when asked to justify
their evaluation, their responses were interesting.  Overall, their
explanations tend to be very grammar oriented. They are shown
in Table 5. Two of the French speakers (Participants 1 and 3)
both commented that the 3rd person singular –s is important in
English as ‘–s is important in French too’. This is an example of
possible positive transfer. (While French does not have 3rd

person singular –s equivalent, it does have person/number-
concord suffixed morphemes, of which –s is one.)  However, in
the test, neither of these French speakers was fully successful.

In general, it is the absences in explanation which are most
revealing. First of all, none of the participants mention the fact
that they can communicate effectively without inflecting the verb
correctly (although this probably ‘reinforces’ the error). In fact,
they do not make any reference to the presence or absence of
verb inflection in communication. The only participant who
suggests a communicative reason is Participant 7, who,
interestingly, did not employ the 3rd person singular at all in his
narration. (He used the plural.)  The responses are given below.

  Serious

Because –s is important in French too.
Because I feel ashamed if my English is corrected.
Because –s is very important in French.
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Because otherwise it sounds strange; grammar is important
for me.
Because it changes the tense.
Because grammar is important.
Because it does not sound good.  It does not make sense.
It spoils the grammar.  Grammar is important.

  Not too serious

Because I rush sometimes.
Everybody can make that mistake.  Spelling mistakes are
serious.

Discussion

The results show clearly that the group as a whole generally
failed to inflect the 3rd person singular verbs correctly as over
half the attempts to inflect failed. The level of errors varies
markedly within the group, however, and the possible reasons
for this are discussed below. In the case of the mistake
recognition exercise, the group as a whole was even less
successful – consistently failing to identify mistakes.

The major purpose of this study was to reflect on this failure.
What possible factors can explain it? First of all, it is clear that
general performance (as measured by Term 1 results) is not a
good indicator of the potential to perform well in either mistake
recognition or 3rd person inflection in communicative exercises.
The general performance level was based on one term’s results
only – perhaps this is too short a time frame to draw conclusions
about performance. Furthermore, the nature of the general
performance measurement would have to be examined to
ensure its validity.  Overall, however, it seems that the students
in this sample make 3rd person errors independent of their
general performance levels.
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It does not appear that concentration levels affect the test
variables either. Weak relationships, slight negative trends,
between these variables are shown.  In testing for the impact of
concentration on test levels, the researcher faces a number of
problems which may make the data invalid. How can we be
sure that students are being honest in their responses?  How
can we compare levels of perceived concentration on a numerical
scale?  What is ‘high’ concentration to one participant may not
be ‘high’ to another. Despite these drawbacks, however, this
research shows that for the group there is little or no relationship
between concentration and the test variables.

How does the structure of the participants’ vernacular language,
and other languages they know affect their ability to inflect the
3rd person singular correctly? In none of these languages is the
–s morpheme used to inflect the 3rd person singular. This may
have an effect, but it is difficult to explain the high level of variability
shown among the participants. There is the possibility of positive
transfer in Participants 1 and 3, who are both fluent French
speakers (the latter’s vernacular is French). In their responses
as to why they considered 3rd person singular errors important,
they argue that –s is also important in French. It may be that
they are used to the insertion of an –s morpheme in French, but
neither made allusions to –s  as related to verbs. Later
conversations showed that their explicit concern with –s
concerns French plural pronouns. Although the French speakers
may be more sensitive to the role of –s in general, this is not
borne out by their results. Participant 9, for example, whose
vernacular language is French, was one of the lowest ranked in
the mistake recognition exercise. In general, then, there is no
relationship between target and vernacular languages in the
context of –s morpheme use to inflect the 3rd person singular.

Another possible factor is communication – as noted in the third
hypothesis of this study. On the basis of this study, it can be
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concluded that the reason for this failure is not the fact that students
can still communicate without correct inflection. More precisely,
they are not explicit about whether this is a factor. On the other
hand, the evidence does not dismiss the possibility that as the
participants can communicate in the outside world without
inflecting correctly, their mistakes are left uncorrected and hence
reinforced. They may not be aware of this, however. This is part
of a wider problem associated with retrospective analysis (Dean
1988). How can we be sure that participants are giving truthful,
explicit answers? Sometimes the responses they offer point to
certain factors but may not say much with regard to the underlying
factors at work (Meziani 1988).  Equally, a factor may be at work
without the participants perceiving it.

Having effectively dismissed the above factors as explanatory, it
is worth speculating on two others which may be responsible
although they were not tested in this study. First, the general failure
of the group could be explained by shortcomings in the teaching
methods employed. It may be that grammar is taught too much
in isolation. Perhaps, if the students were exposed to a more
communicative approach, they would become more successful.
In this respect Celce-Murcia’s (1991:476) comments are
illuminating:

Grammar can no longer be viewed as a central,
autonomous system to be taught and learned
independent of meaning, social function, and
discourse structure … Grammar along with lexis
– and also phonology for spoken discourse – are
resources for creating meaning through text and
for negotiating socially motivated communication.

Secondly, the ZISA group studies (Meisel et al.1981) on the
chronology of acquisition of L2 could be of relevance to this study.
The participants are still at the fourth stage (out of five) in their
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process of L2 acquisition. Determining the possible influence of
these two factors would require further research.

Conclusion

It is now necessary to address the hypotheses presented earlier
in this paper:

Hypothesis 1:  Learners will fail to apply consistently 3rd person
singular marking in their production of English.

Hypothesis 2:  Learners will fail to identify errors in 3rd person
singular marking in tests.

Hypothesis 3:  Learners fail to use 3rd person singular marking
because they think that it does not affect communication.

It should be clear that there is support for both hypotheses 1 and
2 or at least they cannot be rejected until further study.  There is
more support for Hypothesis 2 as the results of the mistake
recognition were especially poor. Hypothesis 3, however, must
be rejected. The study does not show that the participants’
perception of communication is the major factor determining poor
test variable performance. The discussion outlined a number of
other possibilities that were tested in the research, and rejected
them, while other speculations can only be tested through further
research. Overall, the results of the study are rather indeterminate.
They suggest that further research is required in order to get to
the fundamentals of this problem.

Problems with the study

A number of problems with this study must be kept in mind if a
similar study is undertaken in the future. Firstly, there is a need to
broaden the sample and to undertake cross sample comparisons.
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Secondly, time needs to be spent on the design of retrospective
methods. My design in some cases allowed responses which
were too subjective and sometimes rushed. Thirdly, I should have
used pictures with only one character in them to avoid possible
‘avoidance’ of the 3rd person singular (as happened with
Participant 7). Fourth, it would be advantageous to suggest verbs
in the narration exercise to make comparison more reliable.
Finally, there is a need to incorporate the elicitation of more data
in tests. Centrally, this should include the inclusion of a test of
oral production, and the incorporation of longitudinal data.
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Appendix 1

Part 1:  Write a 10-line story/narration about the character in the
pictures.  Include the use of words like: usually – never – often –
most of the time – every day – every other day – frequently –
sometimes – always – etc.

.............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................
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Appendix 2

Instructions:  Each of these extracts has THREE mistakes.  Circle
each mistake and correct it below each passage.

Extract 1
“Dear Lord, please give us a school which is cool in summer, yet
warm enough in winter for us to seat without coats and gloves.  Let
there be an end to these dreary places where the sun never penetrate,
where only one small window opens, though the rest admit small
gales, where the draughts howl through the sacred portals, and where
the electric light is on, constantly, from November till April, and
frequently during the rest of the year.  And might we have lavatories
which does not freeze up in cold weather?”

Anne, 17

Corrections

1………………………………………………………………………………
2……………………………………………………………………………..
3……………………………………………………………………………..

Extract 2
“The atmosphere of a school make a huge difference to a pupil.  I
recently went into a school where, as soon as I stepped in, I felt
depressed.  The long, low, dark corridors pressed down on me.  The
classrooms was so ordinary.  How different would be a school with
large light corridors.  A classroom should be definitely not square.
Gay, unusual curtain material at large windows make such a
difference.”

Nina, 14
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Corrections

1…………………………………………………………………………
2…………………………………………………………………………….
3……………………………………………………………………………..

Extract 3
“It’s all very odd.  We have a brand-new language laboratory, with a
film projector affair which show cartoons with French commentary
on a T.V. screen, but our textbooks are falling to peaces.  We have
several large science laboratories that are clean enough to perform
brain-surgery in, while our lavatories is usually minus chains or minus
doorlocks or minus toilet-paper or minus all three.”

Ellen, 14
Corrections

1………………………………………………………………………………
2………………………………………………………………………………
3………………………………………………………………………………

Extract 4
“Schools should be made better and made into a place all children
like to go to and a place where you go because you want to go.
Subjects should be made more exciting instead of seating in a desk
reading or half-listening to a teacher going on and on about a particular
thing.  I should like to be doing things, founding what I can do and
what I can’t do; not just talking about, e.g., a dairy farm but talking to
the people who works there and trying to milk a cow by yourself.”

Angela, 13
Corrections

1………………………………………………………………………………
2………………………………………………………………………………
3………………………………………………………………………………
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Extract 5
“Lessons must be a mixture or combined effort by teacher, machine
and pupil.  Often a teacher will come out with something amusing,
and this livens up a dhal lesson a lot.  Also the unexpected throwing
away of routine in a school help to make it less of the prison it appear
to be for some.”

Nina, 14

Extract 6
“When I am older I would like to learn a bit about the job I want to take
up.  Work should not just be writting.  Schools should vary it.  In
Geography I’d more prefer to go to a factory or farm than sit around
discussing it.  I should think the pupils would find this much more
interesting and learn about it quicker, with fuller understandings.
Beside, it would be a rest for the teacher.”

Clare, 11
Corrections

1………………………………………………………………………………
2………………………………………………………………………………
3………………………………………………………………………………


